i nence 1 + cosp i 0, which gives or -1 25t ra "
at is to say, the series will be convergent if -, -, . . . are all 7r 97r 2 o 7t 5s than unity-that is, if cc is less than v ; which accords with the suit given by Cauchy. Let us next consider the series ex2+x = u0 + UjX + u2x 2 + . . ., e easily obtain by differentiation the following equation for deterining uM un+ i = un + 2wn_1}
hich may be written
+ 1)
Un + \ Un-1 --+ 2.
Un-i
ls n increases without limit, = . v' n -and the equation becomes i = 0, or p = 0, whence the series is convergent however great x may ecome. [June 14
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